
 

Wm8650 Universal Uberoid V13 UPD

with the success of the uberoid v12 and v13 release the universal file uploader is no longer working. i ran into a problem where i could not upload any files to the micro sd card. even
though the micro sd card i was using is rated at 8gb, when i inserted it into the wm8850 tablet the system automatically moved the data to the next available slot on the internal

memory. i would then have to reformat the sd card and re-insert it to get it to work again. i never was able to get the files from the server to upload into the device. i tested this rom
on my samsung galaxy tab 2 7.0 and it is working fine but the volume control was missing. it also did not show any apps, even though they were in the /sdcard/android/obb directory.

the volume control is fixed in the latest uberoid mod for wm8650. you can download it from google code here: i will also add a link to the rom in the instructions below but i do
recommend you follow the instructions to update to the latest uberoid mod if you can as the upgrade is not 100% perfect but it's a heck of a lot better than the previous. i would also

recommend the tablet is not used for heavy duty tasks such as gaming or video editing as it lacks some of the specs required to run these applications. if you cant return it (which
would be best), you have searched the forums and found no answers, and you tried a factory reset do a search for uberoid android custom download then follow instructions to root
your device. you install it on the micro sd. it might take you a few attempts until you select the right number for your device. if none of this works it just might be a bricked tablet

hope this helps

Wm8650 Universal Uberoid V13

when i bought the tablet it had the latest os version on it. the manual says version 2.1. the software version is sp2. it is currently running windows xp sp3, i think it was factory
installed. i rooted it with uberoid version 2. when i rebooted the tablet it did not boot, i think it was due to malware. i have removed uberoid version 2.1 and windows xp and am now
running the stock android 3.0 (don't know what this is called) and this version of uberoid. i will need to restart to see if it boots. update august, 24 2011: if you are attempting to root
your tablet please check out the latest uberoid mod instead of the one listed in this review. you can read about my experiences with the update on this blog entry along with links to

the latest mod. my mid 80003w android tablet (wondermedia wm8650 according to the device about screen) rooted with uberoid stopped working when i attempted to reset it to
factory defaults. it would hang during the uberoid load screen during device start-up. this post walks through the steps i followed to resolve the problem. please note, i am not an

uberoid expert and am only sharing my experiences with my specific device. overall review: if i had to use this device with windows compact, i wouldn't use it, and would have rated
it 1 egg. fortunately, it can be flashed with uberoid (option 8, wm 8650 netbook 7). it works great using uberoid, except for wireless inconsistency, but this might be my wireless

network being overly secure. uberoid makes the device useful, can actually surf the web at reasonable speed, play media of all types, and even stream media from media server. the
graphics are actually better with uberoid than the default os windows compact. i would rate it 4 eggs with uberoid, but because of the amount of research it took to make it useful, i

gave it 3 eggs. i highly recommend it, but only if you will flash with uberoid, otherwise, don't bother. 5ec8ef588b
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